EMMA Healthcare co., ltd
PlaLucy

Website
www.emmahc.com
Established Year
2017
Number of Employees
3
Production facility in Korea
Yes

Annual Sales '17
0 USD
Export Amount '17
0 USD
Export Countries
Not yet. under the process for the
exporting
Export Certificate
NO

Manufacturing
Beauty&Health ›

Beauty

Company Introduction
Since established the company at the end of the last year, we are doing pretty promising start with owning our technologies
that Plasma and 1060nm LASER. We are not looking for the just big company. The important thing is who you are. I believe
that we are able to meet reliable business partner via this event.
Nowadays, the hardware&software systems are getting easily spread out and sharing with companies which desire them
flat form. Under this circumstance, Key factors are owning technology and independent sales team what are able to keep
business on a long-term basis.
As we are start-up company now, we would like to focus on those key factors(R&D and direct sales) than others.
We would like to make a successful business with an official distributor who desires sell our products.
The relevant certificates for exporting, it would be approved sooner or later. We always welcome all discussions of the
business meeting.
Thanks.

Main Item Categories
Aesthetic medical device

Distribution network Performance
Not yet. under the process for the exporting

Awards
The grand prize of the entrepreneurial competition 2017 (Bio cold plasma technology)
Authorization of venture business 2018

Keywords
#skincare#homecare#aesthetic#plasma#galvanic

Product Details
PlaLucy
Beauty&Health › Beauty › Skincare
A home-care unit which named PlaLucy using plasma as
well as galvanic technologies for maximizing the
treatment effect.
The specific feature it has an ozone ventilated system.
This system consists of the intake port, ozone filter, and
ventilation holes.
Under the plasma operation, the ozone naturally
occurred. It induces sterilization effect on the skin
surface. On the other hands, it is not good for a
respiratory system of the body. Therefore, our welldesigned ventilation system it offers that be a safe
treatment.
Furthermore, the device offers vibration mode and typeC USB charger.
You can easily control the all functions by only one
button.

FOB Price

0 USD

M.O.Q.

-

Target Customer

People who are suffering
the skin troubles such as
dryness, atopy, and acne.

Target Countries

All

Target Buyer

distributor who has
experienced for aesthetic
device

